An OPTIMAL Bounce

All trampoline springs are not created equal.
Families choose Elite for our proprietary
Pro-Stretch Springs, which deliver a smooth,
long-lasting bounce. Made of high
tensile-strength silver wire, coupled with a
tapered, wide barrel design, our springs stretch
significantly longer than the lower-quality steel
springs used in most standard trampolines. Each
one of our springs is engineered for the best
bounce and durability, while cushioning landings.

ALL ABOUT ELITE 14’

At the intersection of performance, durability,
affordability, and safety, you’ll ﬁnd the Elite 14'.
It’s where good times happen, families bond,
and communities are built.

ELITE 14' TRAMPOLINE
Amp up your weekends and after-school fun!
The Elite 14’ delivers a super-charged bounce, a
smooth rebound, optimal durability, and the
security of our Triple-Fail-Safe Safety Enclosure.
We’ve merged elements of our high-performance

Forgiving Shock Absorption,
Smooth Rebound

AlleyOOP trampolines and our affordable Classic
line to bring you one of the most durable,

Landings never felt so smooth. With our
signature StagedBounce technology, alternating
v-ring lengths allow springs to engage at
different stages, making for a cleaner rebound
and enhanced performance. Better shock
absorption = better bounce (and a smoother
feel in the event of an awkward landing).

bouncy—and safe—trampolines available
anywhere. Backed by a 15-year frame warranty,
this model also comes in 10’ and 12’.
Great for families, aspiring gymnasts, and
developing G-Trampers alike who are looking for
a balance of performance and durability.

Heavy-Duty, UV-Protected Mat

Our high-strength Permatron® Jumping Mat
is built to last and offers 113 sq ft of UV- and
water-protected play space. Whereas
traditional mats come with no UV shield and
just 4 rows of stitching, ours has 10 solid
rows of stitching to withstand years of
vigorous play—no matter the weather.

Accessories Sold Separately
:
SureStep Ladder & ProFlex Basketball

Reinforced Protective Frame Pad

Add More Power with PowerBounce (optional)

Only the biggest, safest bounce will do? Add PowerBounce—a customizable second layer of springs attached to a jumping mat that
you can ﬁne-tune to three power settings. Rated #1 by kids on YouTube, our exclusive PowerBounce technology gives you “the
world’s bounciest trampoline,” and can be added at any time to any AlleyOOP, Elite, or Classic trampoline. It’s great for athletic or
larger jumpers, enhances perimeter bouncing (perfect for use with our ProFlex Basketball Set), and boosts bounce performance.

Intrepid, All-Weather Frame

Forget rust and rail twisting—this heavy-duty 14’
frame is made of rugged, cold rolled steel with
“DD” SureLok joints that withstand wear and tear.
The textured dark blue powder coated ﬁnish and
galvanization process provides years of
protection against rain, sun, sleet, and snow.

Reliable protection and durability with padded
comfort. Our reinforced frame pad thoroughly
covers the trampoline frame and springs in soft
foam (no tapering) and sturdy fabric to protect
jumpers from touching springs, falling between
them, or impacting the frame. The 1” thick
frame pad is made of expanded polyethylene
(EPE), closed-cell foam and covered by a
21-ounce, reinforced, UV- and water-resistant
PVC outer shell in a dark blue, which blends
beautifully with the landscape.

